Starting from a (new physics independent) tree level determination ofρ andη, we perform the Unitarity Triangle analysis in general extensions of the Standard Model with arbitrary new physics contributions to loop-mediated processes. Using a simple parameterization, we determine the allowed ranges of non-standard contributions to |∆F | = 2 processes. Remarkably, the recent measurements from B factories allow us to determine with good precision the shape of the Unitarity Triangle even in the presence of new physics, and to derive stringent constraints on non-standard contributions to |∆F | = 2 processes. Since the present experimental constraints favour models with Minimal Flavour Violation, we present the determination of the Universal Unitarity Triangle that can be defined in this class of extensions of the Standard Model. Finally, we perform a combined fit of the Unitarity Triangle and of new physics contributions in Minimal Flavour Violation, reaching a sensitivity to a new physics scale of about 5 TeV. We also extrapolate all these analyses into a "year 2010" scenario for experimental and theoretical inputs in the flavour sector. All the results presented in this paper are also available at the URL http://www.utfit.org, where they are continuously updated.
Introduction
With the increasing precision of the experimental results, the Unitarity Triangle (UT) analysis shows the impressive success of the CKM picture in describing CP violation in the Standard Model (SM). UT parameters have been consistently determined using both CP-conserving (|V ub /V cb |, ∆m d and ∆m d /∆m s ) and CP-violating (ε K and sin 2β) processes [1] . Additional measurements of several combinations of angles of the UT, especially γ from B → DK and α from charmless B decays, confirm this picture [1] .
This success becomes a puzzle once, as a possible solution to the gauge hierarchy problem, the SM is considered as an effective theory valid up to energies not much higher than the electroweak scale. Indeed, even in the favourable case in which the theory above the cutoff is weakly coupled, such as the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, large contributions to Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) and CP-violating processes are expected to arise [2] , clashing with the large amount of accurate experimental data now available on these transitions. This is due to the presence of additional sources of flavour and CP violation beyond the CKM matrix (see for example Ref. [3] for the supersymmetry case).
In general, the flavour puzzle admits two classes of possible solutions. The first one contains models in which a flavour symmetry is invoked to explain the hierarchy of quark masses and mixing angles. These models are based on different theoretical approaches (supersymmetry, grand unification, extra dimensions, . . . ) leading to different levels of agreement with the data and to different low-energy signals. However, low-energy processes generally receive sizable additional contributions which jeopardize the validity of the SM UT analysis (see Ref. [4] for a supersymmetric example). A generalized UT fit allowing for the presence of arbitrary New Physics (NP) contributions is therefore very useful for model building, since it provides at the same time the allowed ranges for the SM CKM parameters and for the NP contributions to |∆F | = 2 processes. This will be the subject of the first part of the present work (Secs. [2] [3] [4] .
The second class of solutions to the flavour puzzle contains models with Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV). The basic idea of MFV is that the only source of flavour violation is in the SM Yukawa couplings, so that all FCNC and CP-violating phenomena can be expressed in terms of the CKM matrix and the top quark Yukawa coupling [5] [6] [7] . This leads to strong correlations between different observables, and allows for a detailed study of low-energy phenomena. While there are several implementations of MFV in different contexts (two-Higgs doublet models, supersymmetry [8] , extra dimensions [9] , . . . ), it is possible to perform two very general analyses under the MFV hypothesis. The first is the determination of the so-called Universal Unitarity Triangle (UUT) [5] , which is a UT fit performed using only quantities that are independent of NP contributions within MFV models. The second is a simultaneous fit of the UT and of NP contributions in the |∆F | = 2 sector. These two analyses will be presented in the second part of this work (Sec. 5), and they serve as the starting point for the study of rare decays and CP violation in MFV models [10] .
Finally, in Sec. 6 we present the possible future improvements in the above analyses by considering a "year 2010" scenario for experimental data and theoretical inputs in the flavour sector.
While to our knowledge the determination of the UUT is presented in this work for the first time, several attempts have been previously made in the study of the UT in the presence of NP. Considering only model-independent analyses, in Ref. [11] the case of NP contributions to |∆B| = 2 or |∆S| = 2 transitions was analyzed: this corresponds to the discussion in Section 4 of the present work. A first version of the present analysis, with some experimental constraints missing, was presented in Ref. [12] . Constraints on NP in the |∆B| = 2 sector using B physics only were considered in Refs. [13] [14] [15] . The determination of the UT from tree-level processes only was presented in Ref. [1] . A general analysis was recently performed in Ref. [16] , but not all available constraints were used. With respect to these previous studies, we improve several theoretical aspects and perform a simultaneous determination of UT and NP parameters using all the available constraints in all sectors.
A compilation of the experimental and theoretical inputs to our analyses is presented in Table 1 . 0.013 × 10
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0.4977 fixed The selected region onρ-η plane obtained from the determination of |V ub /V cb | and γ (using DK final states). Selected regions corresponding to 68% and 95% probability are shown, together with 95% probability regions for γ and |V ub /V cb |.
2 Unitarity clock, unitarity hands: A model-independent determination of the UT Let us first of all discuss the shape of the UT in the presence of arbitrary NP contributions. All the available experimental data exclude the possibility of sizable contributions to treelevel SM processes, so that extensions of the SM in which NP enters low-energy processes at the tree level are strongly disfavoured. We can therefore safely assume in this work that NP enters observables in the flavour sector only at the loop level. It is then possible to determine two regions in theρ −η plane independently of NP contributions, using only tree-level B decays. The CKM elements V ub and V cb are determined using semileptonic inclusive and exclusive B decays. The angle γ is obtained by measuring the phase of V ub appearing in the interference between b → c and b → u transitions to DK final states.
We neglect possible NP contributions to D 0 -D 0 mixing, since their contribution is expected to be well below the present experimental accuracy [19] . In the future, it might become necessary to take them into account following Ref. [20] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , it is now lunchtime (∼13:35) on Andrzej's unitarity clock [21] . 2 The results of this analysis, reported in Tab. 2, can be used as a reference for modelbuilding and phenomenology in any extension of the SM with loop-mediated contributions to FCNC processes. The present precision is expected to improve considerably in the near future, as discussed in Sec. 6 Beyond the Standard Model, one can include the information from other constraints, taking into account the effect of NP in a general way. In particular, one has to consider two effects:
• The contribution of new operators in the |∆F | = 2 Hamiltonian, which affects mixing processes and, as a consequence, the determination of ∆m d,s , ε K and of the angles β and α.
• The effect of NP in the |∆F | = 1 Hamiltonian, for all those processes occurring through penguin transitions. In our case, this concerns the determination of α from charmless B decays and the CP asymmetry in semileptonic B decays A SL .
3 Model-independent constraints on New Physics in |∆F|=2 transitions
Our goal in this Section is to use the available experimental information on loop-mediated processes to constrain the NP contributions to |∆F |=2 transitions. In general, NP models introduce a large number of new parameters: flavour changing couplings, short distance coefficients and matrix elements of new local operators. The specific list and the actual values of these parameters can only be determined within a given model. Nevertheless, each of the mixing processes listed in Tab. 3 is described by a single amplitude and can be parameterized, without loss of generality, in terms of two parameters, which quantify the difference of the complex amplitude with respect to the SM one [22] . Thus, for instance, 
where H SM eff includes only the SM box diagrams, while H full eff includes also the NP contributions. 3 In the absence of NP effects, C Bq = 1 and φ Bq = 0 by definition. The experimental quantities determined from the B 
in a self-explanatory notation. As far as the K 0 −K 0 mixing is concerned, we find it convenient to introduce a single parameter which relates the imaginary part of the amplitude to the SM one:
This definition implies in fact a simple relation for the measured value of ε K ,
∆m K is not considered because the long distance effects are not well under control. Therefore, all NP effects which enter the present analysis are parameterized in terms of three real quantities, C B d , φ B d , and C ǫ K . NP in the B s sector is not considered in this case, due to the lack of experimental information, since both ∆m s and A CP (B s → J/ψφ) are not measured yet.
New Physics effects in the extraction of α from |∆F|=1 processes
In principle, the extraction of α from B → ππ, ρπ, ρρ decays is affected by NP effects in |∆F |=1 transitions. Actually, in the presence of NP in the strong b → d penguins, the decay amplitudes for B mesons decaying into ππ, ρπ and ρρ are a simple generalization of the SM ones (given for example in Eqs. (17) and (18) of Ref. [1] ). We assume that NP modifies significantly only the "penguin" amplitude P without changing its isospin quantum numbers (i.e. barring large isospin-breaking NP effects). Then, instead of a complex penguin amplitude with vanishing weak phase, we have two independent arbitrary complex penguin amplitudes for B andB decays. For example, the amplitudes of B → ππ(ρρ) can be written as
where T , T c , P andP are real parameters, δ P and δ Tc are strong phases, α is the angle of the UT, and φ P is an additional weak phase. The procedure to extract α is exactly the same as in the SM [1] , since we assume that NP does not affect the ∆I = 3/2 amplitudes. However, in the NP fit we lose the knowledge of the weak phase of the penguins. In spite of this additional free parameter, the experimental information available nowadays is sufficient to constrain α even in the presence of NP, as shown in Fig. 2 . We take T , T c , P andP to be flatly distributed in a range larger than the one determined from the fit, and all the phases to be flatly distributed in the [0, 2π) range. Here and in the following figures, dark (light) areas correspond to the 68% (95%) probability region. One should notice that these analyses bound α through the quantity π − β − γ, where γ comes from the decay amplitudes and β from B d −B d mixing. Therefore, in the presence of NP effects in the |∆F | = 2 Hamiltonian, this bound should be regarded as a constraint on α SM − φ B d (see Eq. 2). The reader might notice a contradiction between the discussion above and the results of ref. [15, 23] , in which it is stated that the NP parameters introduced above can be eliminated by a redefinition of the T , T c and P parameters. Explicitly, one has
with
T cX = T c e iδ Tc − P e iφ P −P e However, the transformations (7) are singular for α → 0. This implies that there is no limited a-priori range for the X parameters. For this reason, the parameterization in eq. (5) is of no use for our purpose.
A SL : general considerations and the inclusion of |∆F|=1 New Physics effects
One can also add the constraint coming from the CP asymmetry in semileptonic B decays A SL , defined as
It has been noted in Ref. [13] that, even though the present experimental bound is not precise enough to boundρ andη in the Standard Model, A SL is a crucial ingredient of the UT analysis once the formulae are generalized according to Eq. (2), since this is the only constraint that depends on both C B d and φ B d :
0.1797 ± 0.0017 n 2 0.1391 ± 0.0193 n 3 −0.0012 ± 0.0014 n 4 −0.0074 ± 0.0020 n 5 0.0020 ± 0.0007 n 6 1.0116 ± 0.0826 n 7 0.0455 ± 0.0144 n 8 −0.0004 ± 0.0046 n 9 −0.0714 ± 0.0170 n 10 −0.0041 ± 0.0016 n 11 −0.3331 ± 0.2178 n 12 0.0028 ± 0.0101 n 13 −0.0036 ± 0.0033 is independent of penguin operators, and therefore it is also independent of NP in |∆F | = 1 processes. However, at the NLO, the penguin contribution should be taken into account. In the SM, the effect of penguin operators is GIM suppressed since their CKM factor is aligned with M 12 : both are proportional to
2 . This is not true anymore in the presence of NP, so that the effects of penguins are amplified beyond the SM and the approximation made in Ref. [13] of neglecting this contribution is questionable. For our analysis of A SL , we therefore start from the full NLO calculation of Ref. [24] , allowing for an additional NP contribution to the penguin term in the |∆F | = 1 amplitude. This introduces two additional parameters (C Pen and φ Pen ), encoding NP contributions to the penguin part in analogy to what C B d and φ B d do for the box contribution. Since the penguin amplitude is O(α s ) with respect to the leading contribution, these parameters introduce a smearing in the theoretical determination of A SL . The generalized expression of A SL is given by
where B 1 corresponds to the usual B d parameter for B 0 −B 0 mixing, B 2 = 0.84 ± 0.07 (flat) [25] , R t = (1 −ρ) 2 +η 2 is the length of one of the UT sides, κ is defined in Ref. [24] and the magic numbers n i are given in Tab. 4. The Standard Model expression can be recovered in the limit C X → 1 and φ X → 0 (where X = B d , Pen). Eq. (10) contains NLO QCD and 1/m b corrections; the latter have been estimated using matrix elements computed in the vacuum insertion approximation, since lattice results are not available.
To display the main phenomenological consequences of A SL , let us consider a simplified formula obtained by setting all magic numbers to their central values, and dropping all those smaller than 10 −2 . In this way we get
The SM penguin contribution vanishes at this level of accuracy. It is evident from the simplified expression in Eq. (11) 
Results of the analysis and constraints on |∆F| = 2 NP contributions
To obtain the constraints on NP we extract C B d , C ǫ K ,ρ andη with a flat distribution in a range much larger than the experimentally allowed region. The phase φ B d is taken to be flatly distributed in the range [0, π]. The generated events are weighted using the experimental information on |V ub /V cb |, B → DK decays (γ), ǫ K , B → ρρ, ρπ, and ππ decays (α), B → J/ΨK ( * ) and B → D 0 h 0 decays [26, 27] (β), and A SL [18], using the technique described in ref. [17] . The output p.d.f.'s for Fig. 3 , and the corresponding regions in theρ-η plane are presented in Fig. 4 .
It is important to remark that the constraints coming from the experimental observables allow for an increase in the precision onρ andη with respect to the pure tree-level determination. This is clear comparing Fig. 1 to Fig. 4 .
To illustrate the impact of each experimental constraint on the analysis, in exp and by the measurement of (2β) exp from B → Dh 0 decays, and by α exp (third and fourth row respectively). On the other hand, the third solution has a very large value for A SL and is therefore disfavoured by A exp SL , leading to the final results already presented in Fig. 3 . In Tab. 5 we give the numerical results for the NP parameters and some of the relevant UT quantities, for which we show the output distributions in Fig. 6 . A comment is needed for the case of ∆m s : the output distribution reported in Fig. 7 represents the SM contribution only (i.e. it corresponds to C Bs = 1). Therefore this numerical result should not be taken as a prediction for ∆m s in a general NP scenario in which C Bs = 1. The conclusion that we can draw from the output distribution of ∆m s is most easily read from the compatibility plot Writing
and given the p.d.f. for C B d and φ B d , we can derive the p.d.f. in the (A NP /A SM ) vs. φ NP plane. The result is reported in Fig. 8 . We see that the NP contribution can be substantial if its phase is close to the SM phase, while for arbitrary phases its magnitude has to be much smaller than the SM one. Notice that, with the latest data, the SM (φ B d = 0) is disfavoured at 68% probability due to a slight disagreement between sin 2β and |V ub /V cb |. This requires A NP = 0 and φ NP = 0. For the same reason, φ NP > 90
• at 68% probability and the plot is not symmetric around φ NP = 90
• . A similar parameterization has been used in ref. [28] . Comparing our Fig. 8 with Fig. 5 of ref. [28] , one notices small differences. However, since they are using the statistical method of ref. [15] , they are plotting areas corresponding to "at least" confidence levels, so that their areas are expected to be larger than ours.
Assuming that the small but non-vanishing value for φ B d we obtained is just due to a statistical fluctuation, the result of our analysis points either towards models in which new sources of flavour and CP violation are only present in b → s transitions, a well-motivated Selected regions corresponding to 68% and 95% probability are shown, together with 95% probability regions for γ (from DK final states) and |V ub /V cb |.
possibility in flavour models and in grand-unified models, or towards models with no new source of flavour and CP violation beyond the ones present in the SM (Minimal Flavour Violation). This second possibility will be studied in detail in Section 5.
Constraints on NP from |∆S| = 2 or |∆B| = 2 transitions only
A complementary information to the one presented in the previous section is obtained by allowing NP contributions to be present only in |∆S| = 2 or |∆B| = 2 transitions. This can be useful to test models beyond the SM in which NP contributions are expected to affect dominantly only one of these two sectors, and is also the starting point to update previous analyses of NP in |∆S| = 2 or |∆B| = 2 processes in supersymmetry [29, 30] or in any other given model. Allowing NP to affect only C ε K , we obtain the results for the UT parameters, for C ε K and forρ andη reported in Fig. 9 and in Tab. 6. The determination of the UT is 
Minimal Flavour Violation models
We now specialize to the case of MFV. Making the basic assumption that the only source of flavour and CP violation is in the Yukawa couplings [6] , it can be shown that:
1. The phase of |∆B| = 2 amplitudes is unaffected by NP, and so is the ratio ∆m s /∆m d . This allows the determination of the Universal Unitarity Triangle independent on NP effects, based on
2. For one-Higgs-doublet models, and for two-Higgs-doublet models at low tan β, all NP effects in the UT analysis amount to a redefinition of the top box contribution to |∆F | = 2 processes S 0 (x t ) → S 0 (x t ) + δS 0 .
3. For two-Higgs-doublet models with large tan β, NP enters in a similar way with respect to the low tan β case, but this time one cannot relate the parameter redefining S 0 (x t ) in the B sector to the similar term in the K sector. Therefore, two different redefinitions must be made for the B and K sectors: We perform three different analyses, corresponding to the points 1.-3. above. First, we present the determination of the UUT, which is independent of NP contributions (Sec. 5.1) in the context of MFV models. Then we add to the analysis the NP parameter δS 0 and constrain it, together withρ andη, using also the neutral meson mixing amplitudes. Finally, we consider the case δS B 0 = δS K 0 and determine the constraints onρ,η and these NP parameters. We take δS 0 , δS B 0 and δS K 0 to be flatly distributed in a range much larger than the experimentally allowed region.
Universal Unitarity Triangle
In Fig. 11 we show the allowed region in theρ −η plane for the UUT, and in Fig. 12 we plot the p.d.f.'s for several UT quantities. The corresponding values and ranges are reported in Tab. 7. The most important differences with respect to the general case are that i) the lower bound on ∆m s forbids the solution in the third quadrant, and ii) the constraint from sin 2β is now effective, so that we are left with a region very similar to the SM one (for the reader's convenience, we also report results of the SM UT analysis in Tab. 7). The values in Tab. 7 are the starting point for any study of rare decays and CP violation in MFV models. See Ref. [10] for a recent analysis based on the results of this work.
Constraints on NP contributions in MFV models
We now determine the allowed ranges of NP contributions to |∆F | = 2 processes, both in the small and large tan β regime. Furthermore, using the conventions of Ref. [6] , we quantify the scale of NP that can be probed with the UT analysis.
Let us start by considering MFV models with one Higgs doublet or low/moderate tan β. In this case, all NP effects in |∆F | = 2 transitions are due to the effective Hamil- 
with (λ F C ) ij = Y 2 t V * ti V tj for i = j and zero otherwise, Y t the top quark Yukawa coupling, Λ the scale of NP and a an unknown (but real) Wilson coefficient. The value of a can range from order one for strongly interacting extensions of the SM to much smaller values for weakly interacting theories and/or symmetry suppressions analogous to the GIM mechanism in the SM. It is now trivial to project this onto the SM |∆F | = 2 effective Hamiltonian: it amounts only to a modification of the top quark contribution to box diagrams. Normalizing the NP Wilson coefficient to the SM effective electroweak scale
We can therefore determine simultaneously the shape of the UT and δS 0 from the standard UT analysis. Then, choosing as reference values a = ±1, we can translate the constraints on δS 0 into a lower bound on Λ. We obtain (see Fig. 13 Also in this case, we can obtain predictions for UT parameters, together with a constraint on NP contributions (see Tab. 8).
In the case of large tan β, the situation changes since the bottom Yukawa coupling is not negligible anymore, and it can distinguish transitions involving b quarks from those involving only light quarks. This spoils the correlation of |∆B| = 2 with |∆S| = 2 amplitudes, so that two uncorrelated parameters δS It is instructive to observe the two-dimensional plot of δS 6 Model Independent constraints on New Physics in the |∆F|=2 sector in year 2010
We present an exercise on the knowledge of the UT parameters within the generalized NP analysis in a possible scenario in year 2010. At this date, the B factories will have completed their data analysis and the LHCb experiment will have started running. For this exercise we have assumed a total integrated luminosity for the B factories of 2 ab −1 and two years of data taking at LHCb, with an integrated luminosity of 4 fb −1 . At that time the lattice community will have produced the final numbers from the TeraFlops machines. The 2010 projected values and errors for the quantities which are most relevant in UT analysis are given in Tab. 9. Lattice parameters are taken from [31] , while the extrapolation of the errors on the experimental measurements is taken from [32] [33] [34] [35] . In addition to the improvements of existing measurements, we have added new measurements in the B s sector from LHCb. In particular the determination of
The central values for the different observables have been generated in the SM starting from an arbitrarily chosen value ofρ andη, so that they are all compatible with each other and the result of the fit is fully "SM like". The reason for this procedure is to investigate whether, in the "worst case" scenario of perfect confirmation of the SM, one can asymptotically reduce the errors on the NP related quantities introduced in the previous sections, and translate the derived constraint into a lower limit on the energy scale for NP particles. We start from a picture of what the UT analysis should look like in 2010.
In Fig. 14 we show the selected region in theρ-η plane, while in the third column of Tab. 10 we quote the uncertainties on the various quantities from the UT analysis in the Standard Model. This should be taken as a reference for the approaches beyond the Standard Model that follow.
Moving from the SM analysis to the model independent approach of Sec. 3, we expect in the future a sizable improvement of the knowledge of the NP parameters:
as shown in Fig. 15 . In the same future scenario, one can repeat the MFV analysis, both determining UT parameters using the UUT approach and adding the information from (NP sensitive) mixing quantities to bound the NP scale. The expected errors on the relevant UT quantities are summarized in the forth and fifth columns of Tab. 10.
If no evidence of violation of the Standard Model will emerge from B physics in the era of direct NP search at LHC, this generalized approach will replace the present UT analysis as the default procedure. So, it is important to remark the fact that the generalization of the analysis costs an increasing of about 10% of the errors, which is not a huge price to pay if compared to the gain in terms of the larger physics scenario. 7 In Fig. 16 In this framework, one should expect to increase the lower bound on Λ when the NP sensitive quantities are added to the UUT fit. To have a quantitative example of the expected improvement, we used the input listed above for the 2010 scenario, obtaining the δS 0 distributions shown in Fig. 17 . From these distributions, we get Λ > 7.5(6.6) TeV at 95% probability, in the case of positive (negative) value of δS 0 , in the case of MFV models with one Higgs doublet or low/moderate tan β. 
Conclusions
We have performed a model-independent analysis of the UT in general extensions of the SM with loop-mediated contributions to FCNC processes. Going beyond the pure tree-level determination of the UT already presented in Ref. [1] , we have shown how the recent measurements performed at B factories allow for a simultaneous determination of the CKM parameters together with the NP contributions to |∆F | = 2 processes. We have found strong constraints on NP contributions that can be as large as the SM ones only if the SM and NP amplitudes have the same weak phase. Motivated by this result, which points towards models with MFV, we have analyzed in detail the UUT. By putting together all the available information, it is possible to determine the UT parameters almost as accurately as in the SM case and to constrain the additional NP parameters. In this way, we probe dimension-six operators up to a scale of 5 TeV, to be compared with the SM reference scale of 2.4 TeV and to the sensitivity of other rare processes, which reaches scales of 9-12 TeV in the case of b → sγ [6] .
Finally, we have presented a possible scenario for the UT analysis in five years from now, taking into account foreseeable progress in theory and experiment, under the pessimistic assumption that the SM perfectly agrees with the data. This exercise allows us to assess the sensitivity to NP that we can expect in the near future. The impressive accuracy we can reach in this kind of analyses shows the great potential of flavour studies 
